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ACK ACK REGIMENT SHOOTS DOWN 100 PLANES

The 57th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, Royal Artillery, which is now in Italy,

recently shot down its hundredth enemy plane. This total takes into account only

those confirmed - these seen on the ground - and does not include probables or

damaged. In addition the Regiment has also a number of Panzers to its credit.

The 57th Light Ack Ack is a Mobile Unit, which throughout its.active service

in North Africa and Italy has been with one division or another in-the forward line*

In its early days when air cover was scarce, it -was often the sole protection for

the men on the ground against dive.-bombing and low flying attacks.

During the offensive in Cyrenaica of November and December 1942, the Regiment

laid the basis for its great reputation and its large number of planes. At one stage

Rommel issued an order to his troops saying that they must not expect to sec much of

the Luftwaffe during the next week. He explained that it would Be concentrating

against the Red Eagle Division - that is to say the 4th Indian Division - which was

advancing through the desert* The Luftwaffe duly dealt its attacks, and very

heavily concentrated attacks too* The Division had out-distanced its fighter cover,

But the 37th stood up to the job magnificently* So good was their shooting that

soon it Become noticeable that when the Stukas attacked tho Indian Division they

no longer ’went into their long screaming dives* They just made a little curtsey

towards tho ground, dropped their Bombs, end hurried off home* Within throe weeks

the 57th had Brought down, twenty-seven Stukas and Messerschmitts.

In the later stages of their campaigning, in Tunisia and Italy, the Ack Ark

gunners have not had so many opportunities. Allied air superiority has reduced the

number of planes that come within range of light Ack Ack guns, To offset this

the have even further improved their shooting,-so-'that, no-chanoe shall ever

Be wasted*

/Perhaps



Herhaps the most exciting and successful day in the life of the

Regiment was at Benghazi on January 28, 1942. They were still with

the Indian Division, which was in danger of Being cut off. Being attacked

by vastly superior forces both in front and on the flank. Prom troop after

troop of the Ack Ack gunners came reports of planes shot down, first in one

place and then in another. As dusk settled in, one Battery was moving

back round Benghazi when suddenly the noise of tanks was heard in the gloom.

Squat monsters loomed through the scrub, driving for Benghazi to cut the

retreat of the Indian Division, The 57th. swung into action and poured shells

into the advancing tanks at point-blank range. In an instant four Panzers

were reduced to blazing scrap metal and an ammunition lorry disintegrated

in a Blast of flame. The road for withdrawal was still open.
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